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Remotely manage utilities consumption in one or
a thousand buildings located anywhere in the world

with an easy-to-use web-based system.



To access CIMScan, open a web browser like Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox and enter the name or IP
address of the CIMScan server. This will display the logon page shown below. (You can also setup a shortcut to access
CIMScan with a single click.)

CIMScan can continuously monitor just about anything, located anywhere, you can view the information gathered at any
time using a simple web browser. Measurements in CIMScan or organized into “Groups.” CIMScan users can be allowed to
see specific groups and those groups only.

When CIMScan is used for energy and water conservation/management, a group would typically contain all of the
measurements made for a specific building. These could include the following:

1. Enter your user name and password and then click on the “Login” button. If you are allowed access to multiple
groups, the multiple group status page shown below will be displayed. Skip to the next page if you can only view a
single group.

2. The grid at the top of the page contains a list of any monitoring points that are in alarm or warning.

3. The grid at the bottom contains a list of all of the groups (buildings) that the user has access to. A summary of the
number of warnings, alarms, and monitoring points in error for each group is also displayed.

4. You can view the details for a specific group by clicking on the “Select” hyperlink in the first column in the lower grid.
This will display the group status page shown on the next page.
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1. The upper spreadsheet contains any monitoring points that are in alarm or warning.

2. The lower grid contains the current measurement values in real-time. These are typically
updated once a minute. The time of the last update is shown in the column at the right.

3. Select one or more monitoring points, then select “Trend” from the dropdown list at the top of
the grid to display a trend chart for a user-defined period of time ending at the current time.

4. Zoom the chart by grabbing the edges of the window in the “pilot” chart with your mouse and dragging it to reveal or
hide the data. Move the mouse over the center of the widow and drag it to pan the chart.

5. Hover over any point on the chart to display the value at that point and the time that the measurement was made.
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Remember, what you’ve seen so far is the real-time rate information.
The consumption totals can be displayed using the Statistics Reports
described on the following pages.



Status Report
Alarm History
Data Log
User Notes
Trend
Sensor Report
Audit Trail
Statistics by Hour
Statistics by Day
Statistics by Week
Statistics by Month
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1. Click on the “Reports” menu to display a submenu containing a list of all of the available reports.

2. Select one of  the “Statistics” reports to display the consumption for a specific period with the data summarized by
Hour, Day, Week, or Month. This will display a page containing a Group selection dropdown list.

3. Select one of the available Groups (buildings).

4. Click on the “Select” button to display the list of available monitoring points (shown below).

5. Select one or more monitoring points to be included in the report.

6. Select the reporting period or enter the starting and ending dates and times in the boxes provided.

7. Click on “Submit” to display the report (shown on the next page).
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1. The Consumption Report will be displayed on a new page with the name of the group shown at the top and the
reporting period shown below it.

2. The “Summary” tab will be selected when the report is first displayed. The contents of the spreadsheet under the
Summary tab will contain the statistics for each monitoring point selected. The Average, Maximum, and Minimum
apply to the rate and are calculated over the reporting period. The Total column contains the total consumption over
the reporting period.

3 Clicking on the “Print” button will allow the report to be printed to a local printer.

4 Clicking on the “Export” button will allow the user to export the contents of the grid to a CSV file which can be read
by Microsoft Excel or virtually any other spreadsheet or data analysis package. The user can also export the data to a
DOC file (Word), HTML file, or as a TXT file (plain text).

5. Click on a row such as “Electricity” in the example and then on the detail tab to display the detailed measurement
information by Hour, Day, Week, or Month for the reporting period.

6. The units of measure for each column are contained in the heading.

7. Clicking on the “Print” and “Export” buttons function the same as they do for the Summary tab.

8 Click on the “Chart” tab to display a trend chart containing the information in the spreadsheet under the Detail tab.
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1. The average rate of consumption is plotted in yellow on the upper trace. The
minimum and maximum detected during the day (in this case) is shown as a
vertical line.

2. Statistics are gathered by hour, so a day would have 24 samples. The solid
box in the middle shows the variation of these measurements as one
standard deviation (31% of the samples) on either side of the average.

3. The total consumption is shown on the lower chart.

4. The chart at the very bottom is the "Pilot" chart and contains all the data from the period selected (the dataset).

5. You can ZOOM the chart over the dataset by dragging the handles on either side of the window into the pilot chart.
You can also click on the zoom buttons at the bottom of the chart to select a predefined period.

6. You can PAN the chart by "grabbing" the center of the pilot chart window and dragging it left or right with your
mouse.

7. You can "hover" your mouse cursor over either chart to display a small dot over the plotted values. The numeric
values of the points will be displayed on the chart headings. The date (and time) that the data was collected will be
displayed on the top right hand side of the upper chart.

8. Clicking on the “Export” button will copy the chart to the local machine’s clipboard as a bitmap.
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With CIMScan you can monitor just about anything, located anywhere,
and view it at any time using a simple web browser.
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visit or website: http://www.cimscan.com
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